Treasure themed items:

**Invitations - message in a bottle:**

I also found a graduation themed invite like this on clearance for $5.99 per dozen. We wouldn’t need any of the graduation fillers but getting the bottles for this much less would be a deal!

**Treasure boxes**

Plastic, wood and paper are all available.
Handout gems/stones

Again lots of options. The easiest to attach would be these:

**Self-Adhesive Jewels**
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Another fun idea would be to use some pieces of jewelry like these rings:

**Colorful Rhinestone Rings**
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**Gem Rings**

![Gem Rings](image3)

Or we could just use gold treasures and have the colors be defined by the handouts:
Here’s a budget breakdown of the suggestions:

Invitations:
@ clearance $18

If we do handouts under the assumption that we won’t have all 25 girls come we’ll shave about $20 or so off. The following are for doing 24 boxes:

Treasure boxes:
wood/plastic - $30
paper - $12

Handouts:
stick on jewels - $8
rings - $10
coins - $4
gold stones/gems - $10-12

We’re in the $60 range to do what we talked about (again that’s 24 not 25 handouts.)